Abstract: Water-filled fractures continue to grow after the excavation of karst tunnels, and the hydraulic pressure in these fractures changes along with such growth. This paper simplifies the fractures in the surrounding rock as flat ellipses and then identifies the critical hydraulic pressure values required for the occurrence of tensile-shear and compression-shear failures in water-filled fractures in the case of plane stress. The occurrence of tensile-shear fracture requires a larger critical hydraulic pressure than compression-shear failure in the same fracture. This paper examines the effects of fracture strike and lateral pressure coefficient on critical hydraulic pressure, and identifies compression-shear failure as the main failure mode of water-filled fractures. This paper also analyses the hydraulic pressure distribution in fractures with different extensions, and reveals that hydraulic pressure decreases along with the continuous growth of fractures and cannot completely fill a newly formed fracture with water. Fracture growth may be interrupted under the effect of hydraulic tensile shear.
Introduction
Karst topography is a landscape formed from the dissolution of soluble rocks. Karst tunnel refers to the tunnels which are constructed in the karst area. Thus, the construction of karst tunnels is often threatened by frequent water inrushes.. In recent years, water inrush has been one of the most frequent forms of accidents in the underground construction [1] [2] [3] [4] . Water inrush not only pose great threat to the safety of construction but also destroy the local ecological environment [5, 6] . Water pumping and drainage offer unique solution to large-scale water inrush, but these processes involve the massive consumption of financial and material resources. Figure 1 shows the consequence of water inrush in construction of tunnel. The tunnel in the figure is located in a karst area and passes through three large fault zones which are all prone to severe geological disasters. Study of water inrush is mainly carried out in three aspects: (1) Mechanism of water inrush [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ; (2) Risk analysis of water inrush [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] (3) Prevention of water inrush [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
However, little attention is paid to the study of development of fractures in karst tunnel. The water inrush in tunnels mostly begins with the growth of primary and secondary fractures under external force, which is followed by the leakage of a small amount of water from the fractures, the further growth of fractures, a significant increase in water percolating capacity, and the development of water surge channels from these fractures. These processes are the outcomes of water-rock interactions. The relationship between the water in fractures and the growth of these fractures is worth further examination. Previous studies on water-rock interaction are mostly based on the development of hydraulic tunnels [24, 25] . Liang et al. [26] established criteria of water inrush and verified with experimental dat. However, hydraulic tunnels may suffer from small-scale water leakage. By contrast, the water inrush in karst tunnels is mainly caused by the water percolation during the construction stage, which in turn is attributed to the characteristics of the geological structure.
Unlike dry rocks, karst tunnels contain a large amount of water. Especially for deep tunnel, the hydraulic pressure may be relatively high.The growth of rock fracture under high hydraulic pressure will increase the connectivity, which change the original structure of rock mass. The evolution process also brings in erosion and muddy phenomenon. The fractures are expanded into a channel finally resulting in water inrush. Analyzing the changes in hydraulic pressure during fracture growth may reveal the failure mode and features of water-filled fractures. Thus, the mechanism of fracture growth and failure is the key question of tunnel water inrush. The question consists of two parts. First part is the clinical hydraulic pressure required for the fractures failure. Secondly, the growth of these fractures will affect the distribution of hydraulic pressure in these fractures, which in turn will conversely influence fracture growth. The growth and failure of waterfilled fractures have been mainly attributed to hydraulic propagation and fracturing. Thus, attention should also be paid on the changing law of internal hydraulic pressure. Regarding on the scientific question, this paper proposes a water-filled fracture model and analyzes the major mode of fracture growth and the changing law of internal hydraulic pressure during crack propagation.
2 Analysis of the failure mode of water-filled fractures
Mechanical model of water-filled fractures
The face and sides of the tunnel are prone to water inrush. For simple analysis, this paper considers fracture growth fractures as a plane problem. Figure 2 shows the remote stress in a karst tunnel and the plane stress in the fractures on its face and sides. As shown in Figure 3 , the rock unit contains a 2c long flat elliptical crack. The angle between the long axis of the fracture and the vertical direction is θ, and a uniform hydraulic pressure p is distributed inside the fracture. According to fracture mechanics theory, the normal and tangential stresses on the inner wall of the fracture can be obtained as follows:
Where σ 0 and τ 0 denote the normal and tangential stresses, respectively. Formula (1) is an expression of fracture mechanics that contrasts the negative tensile and positive compression stresses stipulated in rock mechanics. Therefore, formula (1) is modified as follows:
By ignoring the excavation-induced change in stress, the stress of the rock unit on the tunnel face satisfies the following criteria during the entire process: σx = λp 0 and σy = p 0 .
where p 0 is the initial in-situ stress. Integrating formula (3) into formula (2) yields the following: Where σn and τ denote the normal and tangential stresses of the fracture on the tunnel face, respectively. Given the combined action of the tension and stress along the normal and tangential directions, respectively, crack propagation is considered type I and II composite crack problems. According to the tensile shear failure criterion,
where K Icc denotes type I fracture toughness, which can be regarded as constant in certain cases. K I and K II refer to types I and II stress intensity factors, where
Integrating formula (4) into formula (6) yields the following:
After integrating formula (7a), (7b) into formula (5), the critical hydraulic pressure p l1 , which causes the tension-shear failure of fracture as an effect of internal hydraulic pressure, can be obtained as follows:
Formula (8) shows the direction of crack (θ). The remote stress and original length of crack (2c) directly affect the critical hydraulic pressure p l1 required for the tensionshear failure of fracture.
When fracture failure results from the combined action of hydraulic pressure in the fracture and remote stress, the fracture will experience compression-shear failure along its long axis. Using water as a lubricant, the hydraulic pressure in the fracture will reduce the relatively normal stress of the inner walls of two cracks to decrease the friction force between these cracks. The effective shear stress of crack τ e can be obtained as follows:
Integrating formula (4) into formula (9) yields the following:
(10) Given that fracture failure is considered compressionshear failure, the type II stress intensity factor in the below formula is used for the calculation:
The following fracture criterion is used in this case:
By integrating formula (10) into formulas (11) and (12), the type II fracture toughness K IIcc can be computed as follows:
which calculates for the critical hydraulic pressure p l2 in compression-shear failure as follows:
Analysis of the main factors that influence the fracture failure of karst tunnels
The critical hydraulic pressure required for the tensionshear and compression-shear failures of water-filled fractures reveals that the lateral pressure coefficient λ, the half-length of crack c, the internal friction angle of rock φ 0 , and the fracture strike θ can all affect the critical stress required for the corresponding failure. The circumstances are differentiated to analyze the influencing degree of each factor. In the construction of Jiping II draw water tunnel, several water inrush occurred. So this paper takes it as an example to make a simple analysis. The original data of Jiping II draw water tunnner [27] is shown as below: According to the above conditions, formulas (8) and (14) can be simplified as follows:
Figure 5 presents a graph obtained from formula (15) when the lateral pressure coefficient λ is taken as a variable. The critical hydraulic pressure required for the compressionshear failure of a water-filled fracture increases along with the lateral pressure coefficient. When λ > 2.3, the critical hydraulic pressure required for compression-shear failure exceeds that for tension-shear failure. However, the lateral pressure can never be 2.3 times larger than the vertical pressure. Therefore, the critical hydraulic pressure required for compression-shear failure is less than that for tension-shear failure. (16) when the half length of the fracture is taken as a variable. Gradually increasing the fracture length will reduce the critical stress required for tension-shear failure and increase the critical stress required for compression-shear failure. Exceeding the half length of the fracture beyond 1.5 m will reduce the effect of the changes in fracture length on these two kinds of critical hydraulic pressures. Similarly, the critical hydraulic pressure required for tension-shear failure is greater than that for compression-shear failure. formulas (8) and (14) can be simplified as follows:
.68 − 5 cos 2θ − 8.66 sin 2θ (17) Figure 7 presents a graph obtained from formula (17) when fracture strike (π/2 because of the symmetry) is taken as a variable. When the included angle increases, the critical hydraulic pressure required for compression-shear failure becomes less than that for tension-shear failure. 
Engineering verification
According to Huang et al. [27] , the buried depth of a Jinping cave is 2848 m. The maximum and minimum principal stresses are measured at 38. . If the length of fracture is 0.64 m, then the following results can be obtained under the condition that the vertical stress acts as the maximum principal stress: Table 1 shows that the hydraulic pressure required for tension-shear failure is higher than that for compressionshear failure. The above solution is negative, which suggests that compression-shear failure will occur under this condition even if the hydraulic pressure in the fracture is equal to 0.
Analysis of the changing law of hydraulic pressure in fracture during crack propagation
Fracture growth is accompanied by changes in the hydraulic pressure inside the fracture, which conversely affect fracture growth. The following hypotheses are proposed to analyze such effect: 1. The fracture is a flat ellipse that follows three growth patterns. First, when the fracture propagates along the long axis (change in length), the fracture length continuously increases only in the long-axis direction and does not change in the short-axis direction. Second, when the fracture propagates along the short axis (change in openness), the fracture length increases only in the short-axis direction and does not change in the long-axis direction. Third, the fracture propagates along both the long-and short-axis directions. These patterns can also be named as changing in length, changing in openness, and changing in length and openness, respectively. 2. The fracture is filled with water at the beginning. The water inside the fracture is assumed to have a stable pressure. Therefore, the viscosity of this water cannot be ignored, while its flow is a steady laminar flow. 3. Water is subject to mass conservation at the moment of fracture propagation. The water flow in the fracture demonstrates high resistance at the moment of crack propagation, while the hydraulic pressure in the fracture remains constant. Therefore, the newly developed fractures cannot be filled with water. In other words, the volume of the water-filled fracture is unchanged at the moment of crack propagation t, that is, dm dt = 0. The changes in internal hydraulic pressure along with fracture growth are described as follows based on the conservation law.
We take for example those cracks that are distributed horizontally along the long-axis direction. We obtain the following based on the elliptic equation:
where c and b denote the half length of the long and short axes, respectively. Given the viscous effect of fluid, the velocity of water at any point of fluid can be represented as follows based on the principles of fluid mechanics:
which shows a parabola with the x axis acting as a symmetry axis in the plane. Therefore, if the fracture is located closer to the boundary, the water velocity becomes smaller as a result of boundary viscous drag.
To solve the change in pressure on the fluid unit with direction, a microprofile is taken in the place with the horizontal coordinate as xc along with long-axis direction, shown as the above Figure 8 . px denotes the stress in this section with a corresponding height of hx, u(xc y) denotes the flow velocity at any point in this section, ucx denotes the maximum flow velocity, andūcx denotes the mean velocity.
qx represents the flow in this section, px+ = px + ∂px ∂x dx denotes the stress in place of xc+ = xc + dx, and hx+ = The cross section of the fluid element intercepted in the figure can be approximated as a ladder, which volume can be expressed as follows:
By ignoring fluid volume force and considering the boundary frictional shear force on fluid element f = 2τ, we obtain the following based on Newton's shear formula:
According to the definition of average flow velocity, we obtain the following:
Based on viscous fluid mechanics, the maximum velocity of the cross section for laminar flow is twice larger than its average velocity. Therefore, we obtain the following:
By integrating formula (19) into formula (21), the maximum velocity and height of the middle of two sections can be obtained as follows via interpolation:
Given the small difference between ucx and u dx as well as that between hx and hx+, we integrate formulas (22) and (23) into formula (24) as follows to obtain the frictional shear force:
The resultant force on the micro unit along the x direction can be represented as follows:
where ∂px ∂x represents the pressure gradient of the fluid in the fracture. To obtain enough parameters to solve this gradient, the mass and momentum conservations of the incompressible fluid unit are considered. From the mass conservation and incompressible volume of fluid, we obtain the following:
The momentum conservation of the incompressible fluid unit can be obtained as follows by multiplying both sides of formula (27) :
Only the one-dimensional laminar flow in plane is considered in this paper. The flow direction in sections xc and xc+ is the same as the flow surface in the normal direction. By combining formulas (21) and (22) as well as considering the above hypotheses, the relational formulas containing vectors can be represented as follows:
By integrating formulas (22) and (23) into formula (29), we obtain the following:
By integrating formulas (20) and (30) into formula (27) , the mass conservation of fluid in crack can be computed as follows:
Similarly, the principle for solving formula (30) is used to transform the relational formula of momentum conservation as follows:
Formula (32) involves a complex integral calculation. To simplify the calculation, the analysis will be performed from the following aspects. If u(x, y) is equivalent to a constant u const in region D, then the calculation can be greatly simplified. By taking infinite cross sections in the range of xc-xc + ∆x, an average velocityū i (i = 1, 2, 3 · · · ) that can represent the whole velocity can be obtained from each cross section. If the number of cross sections is k(k = 1, 2, 3 · · · ), then we obtain the following:
By integrating formulas (20) and (23) into formula (33) and combining them with formula (30), we obtain the following:
where q 1 = qx,q k = qx+, h 1 = hx, and h k = hx+. The other variables can be expressed as follows:
and
By taking the correction factor as β = 4 / 3 (given the ellipse, the correction value must be calculated theoretically by taking the round section) and integrating formulas (35) and (36) into formula (34), the following can be obtained after omitting higher order items when dx→ 0 and k→∞:
Similarly, after integrating formulas (22), (23), and (35) into formula (32), the similar treatment can be performed as follows:
Similarly, by taking the correction factor as β = 4 / 3 and integrating hx+ = hx + 
By integrating formulas (37) and (39) into formula (32), we obtain the following:
Combining formulas (28) and (40) and omitting high order items will yield the following:
Combining the fluid motion formula in fractures (also be called the cubic law of seepage in fractured rock mass), which is computed as follows:
The fracture here is distributed horizontally along the long-axis direction. Therefore, when the fluid flows horizontally, the effect of gravity can be ignored. Formula (42) can be changed as follows accordingly:
That the hydraulic pressure gradient ∂px ∂x is considered a constant integral in solving process is proper. Therefore, taking the derivative of formula (43) in horizontal axis x and time t will yield the following:
Given formula (31), formula (45) can be changed as follows:
Integrating formulas (43), (44), and (46) into formula (41) yields the following:
which involves the change of crack openness hx against axis x ( ∂hx ∂x ) and time ( ∂hx ∂t ). The following elliptic equation can be used to solve the change of openness along axis x:
However, this ellipse is flat elliptical. Given the crack growth, crack length 2c, 2a is the value which changes over time t, that is, c = c(t) and a = a(t). Therefore, the following changes are computed based on formula (48):
By integrating formulas (49) and (50) into formula (47), we obtain the following:
(51) Formula (51) is a differential equation that contains the hydraulic gradient in fracture ∂px ∂x and the growth rate of flat elliptic fracture along the short-and long-axis directions (ḣmaxċ). Three analyses are performed under the following conditions: 1 ignoring the changing rate in the short-axis direction and considering that in the long-axis direction, that is,ḣmax= 0,ċ≠ 0; 2 ignoring the changing rate in the long-axis direction and considering that in the short-axis direction, that is,ḣmax≠ 0,ċ= 0; and 3 considering the changing rates in both the short-and long-axis directions, that is,ḣmax≠ 0,ċ≠ 0. If the hydraulic pressure along axis x in the coordinate system established for the fracture is assumed constant p x0 = p 0 , then condition 1 can simplify formula (51) as follows:
To simplify the calculation, we use the following:
By integrating formula (53) into formula (52), we simplify the equation as follows:
After solving, the following can be obtained:
where κ is an undetermined coefficient. We obtain he following after including boundary conditions:
Integrating formula (53) into formula (56) reveals that the hydraulic pressure gradient in the fracture changes along with increasing crack length under the condition that crack openness hmax changes insignificantly over time. Therefore, we obtain
In condition 2 , formula (51) will be changed as follows:
Similarly, we obtain the following:
Formula (58) can be simplified as follows:
After solving the above formula, we obtain
After including boundary conditions into formula (59), we obtain
In condition 3 , integrating formula (53) and formula (59) into formula (51) yields the following:
Similarly, we obtain the following after including boundary conditions:
Formulas (57), (62), and (66) yield very complex analytic solutions. Therefore, the changing law must be analyzed using a numerical solution. Accordingly, the three conditions are analyzed using the appropriate parameters. To facilitate the calculation and coordinate all variables used in the three hydraulic pressure distribution equations, we suppose that c=0.5 m, (62), and (66) are described as follows: Figure 9 presents the distribution of the hydraulic pressure inside fracture px along the long-axis direction under different conditions. The hydraulic pressure near the crack tip is equivalent to 0 whether the fracture growth is unidirectional (ċ= 0,ḣmax≠ 0 orċ≠ 0,ḣmax= 0) or bidirectional (ċ≠ 0,ḣmax≠ 0). Given the small openness of the actual fracture, the external pressure on the water inside the fracture is almost unchanged during fracture growth. In other words, even if the fracture instantaneously grows, its narrow openness, its extensive length, the limited power of the water body from the outside, and the high resistance that the liquid encounters in the internal movement process will prevent the new crack space from compensating with liquid, thereby generating a temporary low voltage or zero pressure region. However, the water flow cannot catch up with the crack propagation in the front during the growth of the water-filled fracture. Moreover, the hydraulic pressure in the fracture decreases along with the decreasing distance from the crack tip. Therefore, the continuous propagation of the water-filled fracture is not caused by water splitting. If such propagation is indeed caused by water splitting, the following conditions must be satisfied: 1 The initial hydraulic pressure inside the fracture must be sufficiently high; and 2 the crack propagation process must be discontinuous (i.e., the crack propagation stops until the crack tip is filled with liquid, and then continues under the effect of liquid splitting). However, water splitting cannot produce a long crack with a small openness and low hydraulic pressure. Therefore, compression-shear failure is identified as the most possible failure mode of water-filled fractures. Given the different growth directions of fractures, the hydraulic pressure distribution px in these fractures significantly differs across the three conditions. Changing the length of the fracture instead of its openness (ċ≠ 0,ḣmax= 0) may sharply decrease the hydraulic pres-sure inside the fracture. As indicated by the black square in Figure 9 , the hydraulic pressure reduces to 0.3 p 0 when 0.5 m to 0.05 m away from the crack tip, but reduces to 0.7 p 0 when 0.05 m away from the crack tip. This observation demonstrates the most dramatic change in all three cases. The unchanged crack openness and increased crack length will result in the insufficient transmission of hydraulic pressure inside the fracture because of the frictional resistance of the crack wall and the viscous drag of the water body. When both crack openness and length are unchanged (ċ= 0,ḣmax≠ 0), all three cases demonstrate a decreased hydraulic pressure. The red spot in Figure 9 indicates the high uniformity of hydraulic pressure drop in the entire process. Hydraulic pressure demonstrates a weakened declining trend when 0.08 m away from the crack tip. This is two processes opposite to the first cast. In this case, the unchanged crack length and the large crack openness will enlarge the section where the fluid flows. Based on fluid mechanics, when the other conditions remain the same, increasing the ratio of the cross section of the flow tube to the length of the flow tube will reduce the viscous drag on the fluid, thereby increasing the flow rate and liquid transfer pressure. The first case is just to reduce this ratio. Given the changes in crack length and openness (ċ≠ 0ḣmax≠ 0), two kinds of hydraulic pressures demonstrate a declining trend. The length and openness of the slender tube simultaneously increase when the other conditions are unchanged. However, based on the above hypotheses, although the crack shape remains the same, the crack length becomes more than 10 times larger than crack openness. When a similar degree of fracture growth is observed in all directions, the two cases of growth in a single direction demonstrate a similar liquid pressure distribution.
Conclusion
Failure mode of fracture under hydraulic pressure is different from the original rock fracture failure mode. To analysis the failure mode of fracture under hydraulic pressure, a plain mode is used to explain the growth of fracture. Generally speaking, the failure mode of fracture includes tension-shear and compression shear failure. So the first step is to analysis the clinical hydraulic pressure of two kinds of failures. Meanwhile, the influence of different factors such as crack orientations, crack lengths are evaluated. Then, the growth process of fracture is studied by fluid mechanics and fracture mechanics. Some conclusions are obtained as below:
1. This paper simplifies the water-filled fracture on the tunnel face as a flat ellipsis, and then analyzes the critical hydraulic pressure required for tension-shear and compression-shear failures in different environments. This paper also evaluates the influence of different lateral pressure coefficients, crack orientations, crack lengths, and other factors on the required critical stress for different failure modes. The critical hydraulic pressure required for tension-shear failure is generally larger than that for compression-shear failure, which suggests that the former has a lower probability to occur than the latter during tunnel excavation. Therefore, water splitting cannot occur in the surrounding rocks of the excavated tunnel.
2. This paper analyzes the internal hydraulic pressure distribution based on fracture and fluid mechanics. When near the crack tip, the internal hydraulic pressure inside the fracture ranges from 0 to more than 10 whether the crack length and openness change simultaneously or separately. In other words, hydraulic pressure has a very small probability to split or expand the continuously growing crack.
3. Natural hydraulic splitting or the expansion of water-filled fractures without artificial interference must satisfy two conditions simultaneously. First, the growth and expansion of fracture must be discontinuous. A retention period must be observed when the hydraulic pressure splits a section of the crack to allow the water to fill the new crack space and to recover the hydraulic pressure. Second, the hydraulic pressure must be sufficiently high. In tunnel engineering, the minimum pressure must tear the fractured rock unit without producing any external effects. Although foreseeable, natural hydraulic splitting is a very difficult process.
4. The increasing water pressure inside the fracture is mainly related to the water head height, while the increasing buried depth of the water-filled fracture inevitably generates a high hydraulic force for crack expansion. Therefore, the mechanics of the growth and expansion of fractures in karst tunnels, the increasing water permeability, and the occurrence of water ingress must be explored further.
